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THE HOMFLY INVARIANT OF
CLOSED TANGLES *

Masashi Kosuda

Abstract

In the papers [3, 4], the author constructed a complete set of
irreducible representations of the Hecke category. These rep
resentations also define invariants of oriented tangles. Since
links are special examples of the oriented tangles, their invari
ant, which eventually coincides with the HOMFLY invariant
of links, can be calculated by the same method. In this article,
we calculate the invariant of the Hopf link, the Whitehead link
and the Borromean link by this new method.

1 Preliminaries

We recall some definitions about tangles. For details we refer the
reader to the papers [1, 3, 6, 8]. Those who are familiar with these
papers can skip this section.

Let rand s be non-negative integers. An oriented (r, s)-tangle T
is a finite set of disjoint oriented arcs and circles properly embedded
(up to isotopy) in R 2 x [a, 1] such that

aT= {(i,a,a)li= 1,2, ... ,r}U{(j,a,1)!J = 1,2, ... ,s},

and such that T is perpendicular to R 2 X {a} and R 2 X {I} at every
boundary point of aT. (See Figure 1.) With each (r, s)-tangle
T, we associate two sequences, a_T = (El(T), E2(T), ... ,Er(T)) and
a+T = (E1(T), E2(T), ... , ES(T)), consisting of ±1. Here Ei(T) = +1 if
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Figure 1: An oriented tangle

the tangent vector of Tat (i, 0, 0) is outward with respect to R 2 x [0, 1]
and Ei (T) = -1 otherwise. Similarly Ej (T) = -1 if the tangent vector
of T at (j, 0,1) is outward and Ej (T) = +1 otherwise. If r = 0 (resp.
S = 0), then o_T (resp. o+T) is the empty set 0. We can easily find
that there exists no (r, s)-tangle T such that I:~ Ei(T) #- I:f Ej(T).

We define the category OTA of the oriented tangles. The objects
of OTA are defined as the sequences {(El, ... Er)!r = O,I, ...} with
Ei = ± 1 including the empty sequence and denoted by Ob(OTA).
We denote the number of ones in E by POS(E), and the number of
minus ones in E by Neg(E). A morphism from E = (El"'" Er) to
E' = (E~, ... , E~) is a C-linear combination of oriented (r, s)- tangles
in which each tangle T satisfies o_T = E and o+T = E'. The set
of morphisms from E to E' is denoted by MorOTA(E,E'). We define
the composition product T1T2 of tangles T l and T2 by placing T l on
T2 , gluing the corresponding boundaries and shrinking half along the
vertical axis. The composition T1T2 is defined only when o_Tl = o+T2 .

The composition product will be extended C-linearly.
Turaev's paper [8] assures that every oriented tangle T can be

presented by a composition product of special tangles as in Figure 2.
In other words, these special tangles are generators of OTA.
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[£ x+ £'J I£IXI£'I [£ X- £'j I£IXI£'I
r£z+ £'j I£IXI£'I [£ z- £,j I£IXI£'I
[£Ur £'J 1£ 1U 1£'1 [£U, £'J I£IU 1£'1
[£ Ur £'J I£In 1£'1 [£ Uj £'J 1£ In 1£'1
[£ y+ £'J I.£.IX I~'I [£ Y- £'J I£IX I~'I

[£ T+ £'J I£IX 1£'1 [£ r £'J I£IX 1£'1

Figure 2: Special tangles

2 Invariants of the special tangles

In the papers [3, 4]' the author defined a complete set of irre
ducible representations {P' = (P', L')} of the Hecke category. These
representations are also considered as the ones of oriented tangles.
This means that each representation of the Hecke category defines an
invariant of tangles. Since 07A is generated by the special tangles,
if we get the invariants of them, we can obtain the invariant of an
arbitrary tangle. In the following, we give the invariant of the special
tangles for each irreducible representation p, = (P', L').

The representation spaces {L'} are defined over C. The objects
of L' are C-vector spaces {CD(E)'IE E Ob(1l)} and the morphisms of
L' are linear maps between every two objects of L'. In the following
we define the set O(E)' of tableaux. Before defining a tableau, we
introduce some terminology.

Let A = (AI, A2, ... ,An) be a partition of the length l(A) = n. Let
, = [a,,6] be a pair of partitions. We call this staircase. The size of
staircase is defined by iTl = lal-I,6I. If we consider a staircase as two
sets of coordinates in matrix style, then we can define the inclusion
, c " by a C a' and ,6' C ,6. Staircases b = [a,,6]} are partially
ordered with respect to this inclusion.

A tableau is a sequence of staircases which is defined as follows:
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c . =+1
I

c . = -1
I

Figure 3: The branching rule

DEFINITION 2.1. (Stembridge [7]) Let ,,(0) be the staircase
defined by the pair of the null partitions [0,0]. A tableau ~ of length
T and shape, is a sequence (,,(1), ... ,,,(r) = ,,) of staircases in which
either ,,(i) ~ ,(i-I), 1,(i)I_II'(i-l)1 = lor ,,(i) C ,,(i-l), lI'(i)I-II'(i-I)1 =
-1 for 1 ~ i ~ T. The tableau ~ is said to be of type E= (EI, ... , Er ),

where Ei = I,,(i) I - lI'(i-l) I·

For a fixed staircase ", D(E) l' is a set of all the tableaux whose
shapes are, and whose types are Eo The objects of ,[1' are the C
vector spaces {CD(E)l'jE E Ob(07An. If D(E)1' = 0, then CD(E)1' =
O. We denote the natural basis of CD(E)1' defined by the tableaux
{~I~ E D(E)I'} by {vd·

Figure 3 shows how ,,(i) is generated from ,,(i-l) according to
the signature Ei in making a tableau. We call this generation rule
the branching Tule. All the tableaux of type E are conveniently de
scribed using the graph C. Figure 4 is an example of f u where
E = (+1, -1, +1, -1, +1). In the picture, O(E)[l,O] is a set of five paths
from the bottom vertex [0, 0] to the top vertex [1, 0].

As it defined in [2, 5], each vertex of f(' has its weight. These
weights are defined by the indices {,,} which are assigned to the ver
tices. Let

min(k,l)

Ak,l = II {[a, ,8]; a,,8 partitions, lal = k - m, 1,81 = l - m}
m=O

be a set of pairs of partitions and let A be the set of all the pairs of
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Figure 4: f(+l,-l,+l,-l,+l)

partitions:

00 00

A = U( U Ak,l) = II ( U Ak,l).
r=O k>O,I>O p=-oo k>O,I>O

k+l=r k-l=v

As is well known, any partition A is expressed by a Young diagram.
We denote the coordinates of boxes in a Young diagram in matrix style.
For example, if a box is in the i-th row and in the j-th column of a
Young diagram A, it is denoted by (i,j) E A. Each box (i,j) E A
has its hook length hA(i, j). Let r = [A, IL] be a staircase such that
A = (AI, A2' ... ) and M = (Ml, M2,·· .). Then the weight sb] of r is
defined by

TI ([ .. 0 l(A)] TIl(A) [a;j-i+>"k-k+l1) TI [ .. 0]
sb] = (i,j)EJ1. a, J - Z - 0 k~l [a;j-i+Ak-k]. 0 (i,j)EA a, J - Z ,

TI(i,j)EA [h>.. (z, J)] TI(i,j)EJ1.[ hJ1. C/" J)]

where

The following are examples of the weights {sb]}.

s[O,O] = 1,
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s[l, 0] = s[O, 1]

s[l1, 0] = s[O, 11]

s[2, 0] = s[O, 2]

s[I,I]

s[2, 1]

s[l1,l]

[a; 0],
[a; O][a; -1]

[2]
[a; O][a; 1]

[2]
[a; -1][a; 1],
[a; -1][a; 2][a; 0]

[2]
[a; -2][a; l][a; 0]

[2]

An object t = (tl, ... ,tk) of OTA is mapped by pI' to an object
PI'(t) = CO(t)1' of .cl'. If either CO(t)1' or CO(t'P is the a space,
then Mor.c-r(t,t' ) = {a}. Hence if either O(t)1' = 0 or O(t'P = 0,
then pI' (T) = a for any tangle T such that fL T = t and a+T = t'.

2.1 pr([EX+E'J) and pr([EX-E'J)

Let x = (t, +1, +1, t ' ) be an object on which [tX+t'] is defined.
Suppose that Pos(x) = k, Neg(x) = land t = (t[, t2, ... , ti-d, t ' =
(ti+2, ti+3,"" tk+l)'

If, (j. Ak,l, then define PI'([tX+t']) = O.
Otherwise, each of the generators of the form {[tX+t'l} is mapped

to a morphism from the object CO(x)1' to itself. Let

~ = b(l), ... ,,(i-I), ,(i), ,(i+l), ... , ,(HI) = ,)

be a tableau of shape, and of type x. Then according to the branching
rule as in Figure 3, the staircase ,(i+l) is obtained from ,(i-I) one of
the following ways:

case 1.1 By adding two boxes to the same row of a(i-I).

case 1.2 By removing two boxes from the same row of f3(i-l).

case 2.1 By adding two boxes to the same column of a(i-l).

case 2.2 By removing two boxes from the same column of f3(i-l).

case 3.1 By adding two boxes in different rows and columns of a(i-l).
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case 3.2 By removing two boxes from different rows and columns of
(3(i-1).

case 4.1 By adding one box to a(i-1) first then removing one box
from (3(i-l).

case 4.2 By removing one box from (3(i-l) first then adding one box
to a(i-1).

In case 3.1, 3.2, 4.1 or 4.2, there exists exactly one tableau

( = (')'(1), ... ,,(i-I), (')'(i))', ,(i+1), ... ,')'(k+l)),

which differs from ~ in its i-th coordinate only.
In case 3.1, if the box (Ti, cd E a(i+l) is added first and then

(Ti+l' ci+d E a(i+l) is added, then we define the axis distance d(~, i)
by

d(~, i) = (CHi - Ti+d - (Ci - Ti)'

In case 3.2, if the box (Ti, Ci) E (3(i-1) is removed first and then
(Ti+i, Ci+l) E (3(i-l) is removed, then we define the axis distance d(~, i)
by

d(~, i) = (Ci - Ti) - (Ci+l - Ti+d·

In case 4.1 or in case 4.2, we define the axis distance d(~, i) as
follows: Suppose that (rn , cn) E a(i+l) \ a(i-i) and (1'(3, c(3) E (3(i-i) \
(3(i+1). Then d(~, i) is defined by

d = d(~, i) = (en - Tn) + (c(3 - 1'(3).

Using this axis distance d, we define P1'([C:X+C:']) and p1'([c:X-c:'])as
follows:

case 1.1, 1.2,
case 2.1, 2.2,

case 3.1, 3.2,

case 4.1,

case 4.2,

and
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For the definition of [a; m] and [m], see the one of the weight sb].
We note that

REMARK 2.2. The above aWl, b~(i) and a((i) are defined by the
. I (i 1) (i) d (Hl) W· (tnp e, - " an, . e sometlmes use a(-y{i-l),,(i),,(i+l») resp.

b(-y(i-l),,{i),,(i+l)), a(,{i-l),,(i),,(i+l»)), instead of aWl (resp. bW), a((i))·

Let x = (E, -1, -1,E') be an object on which [EZ+E'] is defined.
Suppose that Pos(x) = k, Neg(x) = land E = (El' E2, ... , Ei-l), E' =
(Ei+2' Ei+3,·· ., Ek+l)·

If, t/. Ak,l, then define P'([EZ+E']) = o.
Otherwise, each of the generators of the form {[EZ+E'l} is mapped

to a morphism from the object CD(x)' to itself. Let

~ = (,(1), ... ,,(i-l), ,(i), ,(i+l), ... ,,(Hl) = ,)

be a tableau of shape, and of type x. Then according to the branching
rule as in Figure 3, the staircase ,(Hl) is obtained from ,(i-l) one of
the following ways:

case 1.1 By removing two boxes from the same row of a(i-l).

case 1.2 By adding two boxes to the same row of (3(i-l).

case 2.1 By removing two boxes from the same column of a(i-l).

case 2.2 By adding two boxes to the same column of (3(i-l).

case 3.1 By removing two boxes from different rows and columns of
a(i-l).

case 3.2 By adding two boxes from different rows and columns of
(3(i-l).
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case 4.1 By removing one box from OJi-l) first then adding one box
to (3(i-l).

case 4.2 By adding one box to (3(i-l) first then removing one box
from OJi-l).

In case 3.1, 3.2, 4.1 or 4.2, there exists exactly one tableau

which differs from ~ in its i-th coordinate only.
In case 3.1, if the box (Ti, Ci) E OJi-l) is removed first and then

(Ti+I' ci+d E a(i~I) is removed, then we define the axis distance d(~, i)
by

d(C i) = (CHI - Ti+l) - (Ci - Ti)'

In case 3.2, if the box (Ti, Ci) E (3(i+l) is added first and then
(Ti+l' Ci+l) E (3(i+I) is added, then we define the axis distance d(~, i)
by

d(~, i) = (Ci - Ti) - (CHI - Ti+d·

In case 4.1 or in case 4.2, we define the axis distance d(~, i) as
follows: Suppose that (To;, Co;) E a(i-I) \ a(i-H) and (Tf3, c(3) E (3(i+I) \

(3(i-I). Then d(~, i) is defined by

Using this axis distance d, we define P'Y([EZ+E']) and P'Y([EZ-E']) as
follows:

case 1.1, 1.2,
case 2.1, 2.2,

case 3.1, 3.2,

case 4.1,

case 4.2,

and
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Let x = (E,E'), Xr = (E,+l,-l,E') Xt = (E,-l,+l,E') be objects
such that [EUrE'] : x ~ Xr and [EUtE'] : x ~ Xt are defined. Suppose
that Pos(x) = k, Neg(x) = l and that

and

If "I rf- Ak,t, then define pr([EU1·E']) = 0 and P'Y([EUtE'J) = O.
A generator [EUrE'] (resp. [EUtE']) is mapped by pr to a morphism

from the object CD(x)'Y to the object CD(xr)r (resp. CD(XI)'Y). For
each tableau

~ = h(J), ... , ry(i-I), J-L, ry(i+l), .. . , ry(k+l) = "I)

of shape "I and of type x, we define the tableau ~(j) (resp. ((j')) of
shape "I and of type Xr (resp. Xt) as follows:

~ (j) = h (l) , . . . , "I (i - 1) , J-L, A(j ), J-L, "I(i +1), . . . , "I (k +t) = "I),

(resp. ((j') = h(J), , ry(i-I) , J-L, v(j'), J-L, ry(i+I), ... , ry(k+l) = "I),)

where {A(j)} (j = 1,2, ,p(J-L)) (resp. {v(j')} (j' = 1,2, ... ,p'(J-L))
are all the staircases such that A(j) :::) J-L and IA(j) I - IJ-LI = 1 (resp.
v(j') C J-L and Iv(j') I - IJ-LI = -1). See the branching rule pictured
in Figure 3. Under these notation P'Y([EUrE']) (resp. P'Y([EUIE'])) is
defined as follows:

P(I~)

= LVW)'
j

p'(J1.) s[v(j')] )
= L [] vC(j') .

j' s J-L

Let X r = (E, -1, +1, E'), Xl = (E, +1, -1, E'), i: = (E, E') be objects
such that [dJrE'] : Xr ~ i: and [dJtE'] : Xt ~ i: are defined. Suppose
that Pos(xr ) = POS(.Tt) = k, Neg(x r ) = Neg(.TI) = l and that
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and

E' = (Ei+2' Ei+3,"" Ek+l)'

If, tf. Ak-l,l-l, then define P'([EOrE']) = 0 and P'([EOIE']) = o.
A generator [EOrE'] (resp. [EUIE']) is mapped by p, to a morphism

from the object CD(x r )' (resp. CD(XI)') to the object CD(x)'. For
each tableau

of shape, and of type Xl' (resp. Xl), we define

P'([EOrE'])V~ { 0, if ,(i-l) i- ,(i+l),

V€, if ,(i-I) = ,(i+l) ,

(resp. P'([EUIE'])V~ { 0, if ,(i-l) i- ,(i+l), )(s[/-LJI s[v])vE'
if ,(i-i) = ,(i+i),

where ~ is a tableau of shape, and of type x which is obtained from
the tableau ~ by removing the i-th coordinate ,(i) = /-L and the (i+1)-st
coordinate ,(i+l).

Suppose that E = (El' E2,"" Ei-d and E' = (Ei+2' Ei+3,"" Ek+l)'

For a tableau

C _ ( (1) (i-2) \ (i+2) (k+l))
<, - " ... " ,/-Lo, AO,/-Ll" , ... " ,

of shape, and of type (E, + 1, -1, E'), we define tableaux

{C( ") _ ( (I) (i-2) ( ") \ (i+2) (k+l))
<,] -, , ... " ,/-Lo,V] ,/-Lo,AO,/.ll,' , ... "

I j' = 1,2, ... ,p'(/-Lo)}

of shape, and of type (E, -1, + I, + 1, -I, E') by duplicating the (i -1)
st coordinate /-Lo of ~ and then inserting v(j') between them, where
{v(j')} are all the staircases such that v(j') C /-Lo and Iv(j') I - I/-Lo I =

-1. If /-Lo -I /-Li, then there exists an index jb such that /-Lo ::) v(jb)
and /-Li ::) v(jb)· We put Vo = v(jb)· For ~(j') we define e(j') by
replacing the (i + l)-st coordinate /-Lo of ~(j') with /-Lo(j') such that
v(j') C /-Lo(j') C >'0 and /-Lo(j') i- /-Lo (if it exists).
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Similarly, for a tableau

_ ( (1) (i-2) (i+2) (Hl))'fl - , ,..., , , /-La, va, /-L t , , , . . . , ,

of shape, and of type (E, -1, + 1, E'), we define tableaux

{'flU) = (,(1), ... , ,(i-2), /-La, Va, /-L1, AU), /-Ll, ,(i+2), ... , ,(Hl))

I j = 1,2, .. ·,P(/-L1)}

of shape , and of type (E, -1, +1, +1, -1, E') by duplicating the (i+1)
st coordinate /-Ll of 'fl and then inserting AU) between them, where
{AU)} are all the staircases such that AU) :) /-Ll and IAU) I-i/-Lli = 1.
For 'flU) we define 'fl'U) by replacing the (i + l)-st coordinate /-L1 of
'flU) with /-L1 U) such that va C /-Ll (j) C A(.7) and /-Lj (.7) -I- /-Ll (if it
exists). If /-La -I- /-Ll, then there exists an index jo such that AUo) :) /-La

and A(.7o) => /-Lt· We put Ao = A(.7o).
We note that if 11.0 -I- /-L 1, then for the tableau ~, the tableau 'fl is

uniquely determined by replacing the i-th coordinate Ao = /-La U /-LJ

wi th va = /-La n /-L1 and vice versa. III case /-La = /-L1, we set ~j, U =
1,2, ... ,P(/-L1)) and 'flj'(.7' = 1,2, .. . ,p'(/-Lo)) as follows:

~j = (,(1), , ,(i-2), /-La, AU), /-Ll, ,(i+2), ,,(k+l)),

'flj' = (,(1), ,,(i-2),/-Lo,V(j'),/-Lt,,(i 2), ,,(k+l)).

Then we obtain

3 Examples

According to the definition in the previous section, we calculate
the invariant of some famous links. Since oriented links can be con
sidered as (0, D)-tangles, and since 1\0,0 = {(0, 0)}, the only non zero
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CJ C' ck+l 1\
I

TI I

T

CI c· ck+lI

Figure 5: Closed Tangle

CD
Figure 6: Hopf Link

representation of links is one dimensional. This means the invariant
of a link L is given by a scalar P(L).

Moreover, suppose that a link L is given by a closed tangle t as in
Figure 5. In this case, it is easily checked that the invariant is given
by the formula

, 1
P(T) = [a' 0] L sb]tr(P'Y(T)),

, 'YEAk,l

where k = Pos(cLT) and I = Neg(o_T).
Using this formula, we calculate the invariant of the Hopf link, the

Whitehead link and the Borromean link.

3.1 The Hopf link

The easiest non trivial example is the Hopf link, L Ho , which is
pictured in Figure 6.

This link is obtained from the tangle [X+][X+] by closing the cor
responding boundaries. Since the type of [X+][X+] is (+1, +1), there
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Figure 7: Whitehead Link

are only two non zero representations, , = [2,0] and " = [11,0], and
these are both one dimensional. The special tangle [X+] acts on these
spaces by scalar multiples aq and _aq-l respectively. Hence we obtain

s[r]tr(pr([X+][X+])) + S[r']tT(pr' ([X+][X+]))
[a; 0]

= _l_{[a;O][a;l]( )2 [a;O][a;-l](_ -1)2}
[a; 0] [2] aq + [2] aq

1
= [2j([a; 1]a2q2 + [a; _1]a2q-2)

a-I - a
= a(q_q-l)+a2 .

q _ q-l

3.2 The Whitehead link

The next example is the Whitehead link, LWh ' which is pictured
in Figure 7. Put

and

[Wh2] = [(+1)U1(-1)][X+(-1, -l)][(+l,+1)Z+][(+l)Ur (-l)].

The Whitehead link is obtained from the tangle

[Wh] = [Whl][Wh2]

-14 -



r r

DO

r r

Figure 8: Representation spaces to calculate the Whitehead link

by closing the corresponding boundaries.
Since the type of the tangle [Wh] is (+1, -1), there are only two

possible representations, ry = [0,0] and ryf = [1,1] and these are both
one dimensional spaces. We denote the bases by V~l and v6 respec
tively. However, unlike the case of the Hopf link, to calculate the
invariant, we need two more spaces, a two dimensional space and a
four dimensional space. (See Figure 8.) We denote the standard
bases of these spaces by {V7)l' V7)2} and {V(I' V(2' V(3' V(4} respectively.
From the definition of previous section, we have the following:
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Figure 9: Borromean Link

(q6 _ 2 q4 + q2)a4

aq3(q2 - 1)
(_q8 + 2 q6 _ 3 q4 + 2 q2 _ l)a2 + q6 _ q4 + q2

+-------,-,---------
aq3(q2 - 1)

3.3 Borromean link

Finally, we calculate the invariant of the Borromean link LEon

which is pictured in Figure 9. This link is obtained from the tangle

by closing the corresponding boundaries.
Since the type of the above tangle is (-1, +1, +1), there are three

non zero representations, , = [1,0], " = [2,1] and ," = [11,1]. The
natural bases of these spaces are defined in Figure 10. According
to the formula in Section 2, the special tangles which are involved in
[Bor] are mapped as follows:

1([( ) -]) _ 1 -1 [a; -1]
p -IX v~J-[a;O]v~J+a [a;O] 6,

[a· 1] a- 2

P1([(-I)X-])v6 = a-I [a;O]v~J - [a;0]v6 '

p1' ([( -1)X-])v6 = a- 1q-l v6 ,

P1"([(-I)X-])v~4 = -a-lqv~4'

p1 ([T- (+1)])V~l = -[1 ]v7)J ,
a;O
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